
 

INSAIT JOY Player App 
 
You can download the INSAIT JOY app from App Store (iOS) or Google Play (Android). This is the 
player app that works with smart football and smart shin guards.  
 
For the use of smart football with INSAIT JOY app 
You can follow instructions in the user manual. I guess you may need to recharge the smart football 
first with the wireless base. Once it is fully charged, simply turn on Bluetooth of your mobile phone, 
then go to INSAIT JOY app and tap "connect" to connect to the smart football. You will see 3 levels 
with dozens of drills in the app. Pick one of them and try to do the drill with the ball. You can also take 
a v-log when doing the drills.  
 
For the use of smart shin guards with INSAIT JOY app 
Again I suggest recharge before use. You can remove the player tracking modules from the shin 
guards and use the USB cable we provide for recharging. 
 
For the first time you use the smart shin guards, we recommend pairing the shin guards with your 
INSAIT JOY app first. Turn on Bluetooth of your phone, go to INSAIT JOY app then tap connect. It will 
redirect you to pair the shin guards.  
 
Later on if you want to use the smart shin guards, you can simply turn them on and put them onto your 
legs - and no need to connect to anything. Just start the session and after 30 steps the shin guards 
will start collecting and analysing your stats automatically. Once the session is over, you can connect 
shin guards to the INSAIT JOY app via Bluetooth, then tap "sync" to see your session performance 
report. Once all data is synced to the phone, the shin guards will clear their memories so that you can 
start a new session.  
 

 
 


